Start Guest
Experiences off Right
With Access Control
From the moment guests arrive at your attraction,
they expect and look forward to a frictionless guest
experience. Ensure your operation will run smoothly
from the start with access control solutions from
Centaman. Our solutions allow you to offer a variety
of options, from strict capacity control to straight to
the gate capabilities with mobile ticketing. Centaman
gives you total control while creating a seamless
experience for guests.

Access Control Solutions Built
For Attractions

Why You’ll Love Our
Access Control Solutions

Mobile Handheld Devices

Give your employees the tools they need to deliver
exceptional customer service. Our access control
solutions work with handheld devices, allowing
wireless ticket scanning and validation for rides
and attractions. Gain real-time access to valuable
information such as ticket type, messages, remaining
uses, and even membership/season pass photos.

Single Scan for Large Groups

Save time and keep lines moving by scanning one
ticket for large families or groups. With one ticket
for each group, you no longer have to worry about
individuals misplacing or losing tickets before they
reach the gate. Additionally, if group members arrive
at different times, you can check in all or a portion of
guests based on who is present.
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Frictionless guest check-in
and entry
Easily handle single guests or
large groups
Variety of ticket options: paper,
mobile, wristband
Increase revenue by creating
packages using a decremented
approach
Create more return guests with
season passes

Flexible Integrations

Print Tickets On Site

Let your access control solutions do the
heavy lifting. Our solutions easily integrate
to make it easy to control and operate your
turnstile, gate, or doorway so that staff
can get out from behind the counter. With
Centaman, gain real-time access control of
admission tickets, employee ID Cards, and
season passes.

Print or collect pre-purchased tickets ondemand at your front gate or any attraction.
Guests can stop by a self-service kiosk, print
their tickets, or collect their wristbands and
quickly enter your attraction for a day filled
with fun without wasting time in line.

Decremented Scanning
& Check-In

Straight to the Gate Ticketing

Sell ticket or ride packages with a preallocated number of uses to control
how many times a guest can enter your
attraction. In addition, get the flexibility
to create packages using a decremented
approach or sell an unlimited pass for
use all season. Our all-in-one ticketing
and access control approach ensures a
fun and easy guest experience.

Eliminate the extra step of stopping at a
ticketing booth by providing a mobile ticket
to your guests upon purchase. Our access
control solution readily accepts pre-printed
and mobile barcode tickets. Guest simply
print tickets at home or scan tickets right
from mobile devices.

Additional Access Control Features
Employee ID cards

Season passes

User-defined access rules

Parking passes

We strive to ensure our software helps customers deliver a better
guest experience and operate more effectively from the onset with a
dedicated project manager and 24/7 support team. Our out-of-the-box
solution is loaded with powerful features, and our scalable solution has
the flexibility for custom development and integrations.
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